Terma in contract with Tata India
Surface Surveillance Radar

It was announced from Aarhus, Denmark on 15 November that Danish aerospace, defence, and security company Terma, in partnership with Tata Advanced Systems Ltd (TASL), India as Prime contractor has been awarded a contract to execute the Indian Navy’s Surface Surveillance Radar (SSR) project for 31 radars.

It is understood that the SSR programme is the first procurement by the Indian Ministry of Defence under the Buy and Make (Indian) category of the Defense Procurement Procedure (DPP).

This project involves delivery, installation, and commissioning of radar systems in Indian Navy vessels as well as delivery of simulators, establishment of depot-level facilities, and integrated logistics support with deliveries spread over ten years.

Furthermore, the radar is being manufactured in India with Transfer of Technology from Terma, Denmark.

Terma’s SCANTER 6002 is an advanced high-performance solid state radar capable of round the clock operations, year-in-year-out.

Terma reports that it is currently exhibiting at the fourth Ship Technology (Shiptech) held from 15-17 November at the Pattaya Exhibition and Convention Hall in Thailand, (see booth no. C31).

This year’s Shiptech coincides with the 50th Anniversary of the Establishment of ASEAN* as well as the International Fleet Review in Pattaya, Thailand.

More information can be found here: www.youtube.com/user/TermaTV

*The Association of South East Asian Nations, see here: http://asean.org/category/news/asean-secretariat-news/